
THE PROSIMO SLA:

A Cloud Architect’s Best Friend

Build a modern infrastructure stack
focused on user and app experience.

ATTENTION

Cloud Architects

Reduce cloud spend by 60 percent 
and better understand how it impacts 

application experience

Reduce application attack surfaces by 
99 percent without impacting 

performance

Keep up with DevOps with a
90 percent reduction in time to deploy 
cloud services and onboard new apps

Enable productivity by speeding page 
load times by 90 percent
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Competing in today’s hyper-competitive global business 
environment requires the ability to make data-informed 
decisions quickly and jump on emerging opportunities as they 
come up. This requires the optimization and connection of 
enterprise systems across multi-cloud environments that ensure 
fast connectivity for users and the interconnectivity of applications.

Cloud network architects are responsible for planning 
and designing the cloud network infrastructure for 
the organization, and they offer technical guidance on 
networking solutions, product plans, and roadmaps. 
Specifically, they need to ensure that teams and the 
network can support modern applications in the 
multicloud world without breaking the bank. They 
need to identify poor application experiences in real 
time and find a quick resolution. To do this, cloud 
network architects need to refocus their responsibility 
from cloud connectivity to app experience by 
becoming the glue between cloud, security, 
applications, and endpoints.

This agility, however, is dependent on having
the right infrastructure in place.



The modern app infrastructure prevents visibility and insights.

The problem is that cloud network architects do not have visibility into the experiences they have been 
tasked with delivering. Orchestrating experiences across a network infrastructure spread across 
multi-cloud environments hosted by different cloud service providers and data center infrastructure is a 
massive undertaking—one that requires seamless integration between the DevOps, SecOps, and 
app teams. Cloud network architects are tasked with measuring, managing, and securing these 
experiences with a slew of different solutions and toolboxes that increase complexity rather than 
mitigate it. If that wasn’t enough, cloud network architects need to balance the delivery of the “right” 
experience with growing cloud spend.

The Prosimo SLA gives cloud architects a new way to measure experience.

The Prosimo SLA is a modern way to measure and deliver experiences that map to real business 
outcomes— essentially giving cloud network architects the visibility and control they need to detect 
experience bottlenecks, quickly remediate the issues, and iterate to make sure they don’t crop up 
again and again. Prosimo’s SLA allows cloud network architects to build a modern infrastructure stack 
that is focused on user and app experience, enables data-driven infrastructure decisions in real time, 
and aligns these decisions with business objectives.

A modern multi-cloud network infrastructure stack focused on user and app experience.

   •  Multi-cloud networking that is not just about connectivity, but has built-in optimizations across multiple layers

(L3 + L4 + CDN + CSP Edge stack)

   •  Three-lane expressway model to map applications, which abstracts all the underlying complexity and

provides a seamless way to balance cost with performance

   •  Geo-performance + continuous Zero Trust access provides a SaaS-like experience

   •  Traffic never leaves your administrative boundary, giving you full administrative control

A move from Mean Time to Innocence (MTTI) mode to data-driven decisions.

   •  Lower operational costs through a reduction in time and tickets

   •  Deep insights into user <-> app access

   •  Fast isolation to drive actions across network, cloud, app, and security stacks

   •  Data-driven recommendations (e.g., app performance, user ingress, and cost control)

Network infrastructure with cloud elasticity and economics.

   •  Network as a service delivered from the cloud and built to provide a consistent experience for all users

   •  Pay-as-you-go networking model that leads to reduced costs

   •  Charge-back is driven by actual usage

   •  Improved end-user experience for all applications (internal and legacy)

A vertically integrated approach to help network architects keep up with DevOps.

   •  A clean-sheet approach to providing a cloud network structure that is in line with business objectives

   •  Infrastructure-as-code aligned with app deployment

   •  Instant elasticity through real-time auto-scale capabilities
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Resilience and Availability Prosimo increases application and infrastructure availability, 
including up to 99.99 percent for applications.

Application Performance Prosimo delivers a 90 percent improvement in page load times 
as a result of network path optimization and content caching 
across predictable transport (cloud) versus high-variance 
transport (the public Internet).

Secure Access Prosimo dramatically reduces application attack surfaces by 
99 percent, making it much harder for unauthorized users to 
breach enterprise assets.

Cloud Spend Prosimo enables organizations to reduce cloud spend by at least 
60 percent by providing cloud architects and operations teams 
with the insight and understanding they need about the cost of 
running an application before and after infrastructure changes.

Cloud Provisioning

Benefits of the Prosimo SLA.

It’s easy to get started.

Prosimo reduces the time needed to deploy cloud services and 
onboard new applications by more than 90 percent.

We get it. Change is hard. But not adapting to change is even 
harder. In a matter of minutes, Prosimo allows you to gain 
visibility into application performance, evaluate your security 
posture, and discover recommendations on how to optimize 
costs in your cloud environment. Let us show you how. Take 
the Prosimo Challenge and discover how your user’s 
application experiences could be enhanced with Prosimo’s 
ML-powered Application Experience Infrastructure.

Deliver Application Experience 
Across Multi-Cloud.

The Right Way.
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www.twitter.com/Prosimo_io

Contact optimize@prosimo.io today to learn more.

www.linkedin.com/company/prosimo-io
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